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When Londoner Alexander Tate is thrown from his horse, his vision that suffers most. After placing

patches over his eyes in hopes that rest will restore his sight, the doctor recommends that Tate

leave the city to convalesce in the fresh air of the country. Tateâ€™s aunt Harriet offers to go with

him to Collingbourne, where she meets the Steele family. Warm and caring, the Steele siblings are

surprisingly generous to the newcomers. Tate doesnâ€™t need his vision to know that when this

family reaches out, the unexpected is bound to happen. And happen it does when Tate finds himself

falling in love. Just one question remains. Will one of the beautiful Steele sisters love him in return?
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Lori Wick is a multifaceted author of Christian fiction. As comfortable writing period stories as she is

penning contemporary works, Lori's books (more than6 million in print) vary widely in location and

time period. Lori's faithful fans consistently put her series and standalone works on the bestseller

lists. Lori and her husband, Bob, live with their swiftly growing family in the Midwest. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Really loved this book but my advice would be to read this series consecutively. I read the first two

and then came back to read this one after reading several other books. I found that I had a hard

time keeping all of the characters, homes, and relations straight. Would have been much easier if I

had just kept going until the series was completed. Really lovely series though. Especially love how



Wick writes her characters faith in action--part of their daily lives, as it should be. Also loved the

wonderful scriptures and the application to each individual character and how the same scripture

applied uniquely to each individual's situation. Wick does a fantastic job weaving the Word

seamlessly into her stories. Would recommend to anyone who enjoys great Christian fiction.

Love this book love this series love this author!!!

Another great book in the series! Loved the description of that era! It felt like I was living in that era! I

am a Christian, so loved the Bible verses and references in the book! Loved that the main

characters wanted God's best for their lives, and how God used circumstances to bring the two

main characters together and finally to have them marry in God's will!

Happiness and light in typical Lori Wick fashion. Not her most engaging story, but definitely in line

with many of her books. The Pursuit is my favorite story from the English Garden Series, and I

bought it to finish the series. A little preachy in spots, but it IS Lori Wick.

Always enjoy Lori Wick. Great spiritual lessons learned while enjoying an English setting.

Very good story

Great Writer

This entire series was absolutely fantastic. Three of us read it and all agreed it was great. Good

story line with enough Christianity weaved in it but not pushed down your throat. Just enough to

make you go read and have some faith.
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